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Abstract

We examine the problem of setting production levels and selecting an internal supplier for a vital
intermediate product. These decisions are being made in adecentralized environment involving internal
suppliers that are profit centers with private cost information. We present an auction mechanism in which
potential suppliers bid a fixed and variable transfer price. We derive conditions for which, in a first price
auction, it is adominant strategy for bidders to request avariable transfer price that equals their marginal
cost at the most efficient production level. We also show that in a generalized version of second price
auctions, this mechanism implements efficient selection and production in dominant strategies.

1. Introduction

Firms in many industries areincreasingly using market mechanisms for internal uses such
as resource allocation, planning, and investment. Such mechanisms often involve
decentralized decision making by divisions in a firm acting as "profit centers" and
frequently involve the transfer of parts andservices from one division to another.
Transfer priceson the exchanged goods andservices are created to account for the
transfer's effect on the performance of the divisions involved in the exchange. Inthis
way, transfer prices are used to place an implicit (or in some cases explicit) value onthe
intermediate products that are traded between divisions ofa firm. They also allow for
various degrees ofdecentralization as they can beused toinduce division managers to
pursue internal markets for theirproducts, to set production levels, andto conduct trade
with outside markets, or any combination of the above.

Transfer prices have been characterized (see Vaysman, 1991) asbelonging to one of two
general categories: cost-based (administered) or negotiated. Cost-based transfer prices



are administratively set to reflect the cost of production and therefore allow for efficient
production planning and provide a 'just' reward to the seller. Classical economic theory
dictates that when transfer prices are used to set production levels, they need to be set
equal to the marginal cost of supply to ensure efficiency (Hirshleifer, 1956). In the
presence of private cost information, the situation becomes morecomplicated. Transfer
prices are then viewed as a mechanism with whichto induce truthful revelation of costs
(Besanko and Sibley, 1991). Since inducing truthful revelation will typically require
paying an "information rent" (see Baron, 1989), production levels areoptimally set below
their economically efficient levels in order to recoup some of the information rent from
suppliers. This result applies when the purchasing division's goal is to maximize the net
profit of its own division. Here, we examine the roleof transfer prices in a situation
where the objective is to maximize the profit of the firm as a whole.

Negotiated transfer prices represent a more decentralized form of decision making. They
potentially allow for all key decisions to be madeby division managers with little direct
oversight by corporate headquarters. There is also a danger of negative outcomes related
to the high transaction cost of bargaining and inefficient production levels arising from
poorly (or strategically) negotiated prices. The trade-off has been described as one of
flexibility gain vs. control loss (Williamson, 1967).

An alternative for setting transfer prices that applies in an internally competitive

environment is to let the internal market determine the transfer prices. Specifically, this

could take the form of a competitive auction between suppliers. Auctions can be viewed

as surrogate models of price formation (Hansen, 1988). From one point of view this

practice represents a negotiated solution since a price is being offered by a seller to be

accepted by the purchaser. However, optimal auction design can produce what amounts

to cost-based transfer pricing by using the mechanism of the auction to induce revelation

of costs. Auctions have a further advantage over classic incentive mechanisms in that

they require a specific characterization of the private informationof suppliers to design
the mechanism. An auction is also are a more familiar mechanism that would be more

practicableto implement than a complicated series of contingent contracts.

In this paper we analyzean internal marketwhere an assembly division is selecting an
internal supplier of an intermediate product. A typical examplewould be anelectronics
manufacturer determining an internal source of logic chips. Decisions about production
levels will depend on the resulting transfer prices set for theintermediate product. The
supplying divisions possess private information about their production costs, whichcan
include fixed costs such as retooling or batch set-up costs. The fixed costs may also
reflect the forgone profits of sales outside the company. Knowledge of outside



negotiations or expertise in outside markets represents anotheraspect of the private
information possessed by supplying divisions.

Also important is the fact that the cost curves of the potential supplying divisions may
cross at some level of production. Thus, the least cost supplier at one level of production
may not be the least cost supplier at other production levels. The objective is both to
select the most efficient potential supplier and to set the transfer prices in such way that
the correct cost information is transmitted back to the purchaser. Production of both the
final and intermediate product can then be set at maximally efficient levels. We
characterize an auction mechanism that accomplishes both these goals. Further, under
this mechanism it will be a dominant strategy for a division to trade in this economically
efficient manner. In other words, an individual sellingdivision will find it optimal to
request an efficient transfer price no matter what strategies it expects the other divisions
to adopt. This seems especially relevant in a transfer pricing setting since the
introduction of decentralized decision making can lead to distrust between division
managers.

A key feature of this auction mechanism is that it calls for two-dimensional bids, ones

with both fixed and marginal transfer prices. Multi-dimensional auctions have received
much recent attention as a mechanism for implementing allocations of resources with
relevant attributes besides price, such as quality (Chee, 1993) or operational control
(Bushnell and Oren, 1994). Multi-dimensional auctions have also been analyzed in the
context of highway construction contracts (Stark, 1974), acquisition of mineral rights
(Rothkopf and Englebrecht-Wiggans, 1992), and logging (Wood, 1989). Here the
purpose of the two-dimensional bids is twofold: first, they induce the revelation of costs
that can be dependent on more than one dimension of private information, and second,
they allow for efficient levels of production by forcing the producing divisions to collect
their information rents entirely in the fixed price portion of their bid.

In the next section we outline the structure of the purchasing division's problem and
characterize the optimal solution to that problem. We then translate that problem into the
form of an internal market. In section 3, we formulate the auction mechanism and

characterize the strategies and payoffs of thebidders. A function for 'scoring' the bids
that induces production efficiency as a dominant strategy is developed in Section 4.
Section 5 describes the second price auction mechanism which induces both production
and selection efficiencies as a dominant strategy equilibrium.



2. Problem

We examine procurement decisions that are made in a firm with production divisions that
are profit centers. The division managers are therefore interested in maximizing the
profit of their own division. Specifically, we consider the problem of selecting an
internal supplier of an intermediate good or service by a purchasing division where the
final product is assembled and marketed. We assume that final productx is produced
from intermediate product v according to the production function x = <b(y) with
corresponding assembly or packaging costs c(x). Productx is projected to yield gross
revenue according to the continuous function R(x). It is assumed that O' > 0,0" < 0,

c'>0,c">0,fl'>0,and/r<0.

There are n possible supplying divisions with correspondingcost functions Ctfy),
i=I,...,nt where y is the quantity produced. We assume that the cost functions are

continuous with possible "jumps" at the origin (to account for set-up or retooling costs).
We further assume that the cost functions are the private information of the suppliers. An
exclusive supply contract is to be awarded due to either technological constraint,
efficiency considerations (e.g., economiesof scale), or some qualitative or long term
reason such as a desire for uniformity of inputs or the facilitation of learning effects. The
"first-best" solution for the firm as a whole is thus to employ supply source i to produce
quantity v, where i and y solve the total profit maximization problem:

Max Max II(y,0 = *(<D[y])-c(0>[y]) - Ct{y). (1)
ie[\,..,n) ye9\+

The solution to this selection problem invokes two efficiencycriteria:

Production Efficiency: Productionefficiencycorresponds to the inner maximization and
is achieved by setting the input quantity so as to maximize total profit given supplying
division i, i.e.,

y*=Arg MaxRmyD-cmyV-C^y) (2)

First order necessaryconditions for (2) imply that

(tf'(O) - c'(0))0'[y;] =C,.'(y;). (2a)

Selection Efficiency: Selection efficiency corresponds to the outer maximization and is
achieved by selectingthe supplier whounder production efficiency will attain the
maximum net profit, i.e.,

i = Arg MaxiRmy-V-cmy'V-C^)}. (3)
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Theselection of a supplying division, the quantity of intermediate product to be supplied,
and the transfer prices paid will be accomplished with an internal auction in which the
quantity to be supplied is a function of the constantmarginal transfer price p that is bid.
The purchasing division derives an internal demand function for intermediate product y as
a function of marginal transfer price p from the following optimization problem.

D(p ) = Arg Max R(<t>[y]) - c(Q[y]) -py.
y

First order conditions of the interior solution characterize this value as the level ofy such

that (7?'(<>) - c'(3>)JO'(y) =/?. We assume that R(®[D(0)])-c(®[D(0)]) >0, so that the

production of x is profitable when the intermediate good has no cost. There will exist a p
for which the production of x will no longer be profitable. This value will represent an

upper bound on p which we denote as L, where D(L)=0. The concavity of /?(3>[y])-

c(<E>[y]), along with the assumptions on the boundary solutions, ensures the existence of a

non-negative value D(p), which is monotone non-increasing in p.

When the first order characterization of D(p) is considered, the optimality condition for

production efficiency (2a) becomes pt = Q (D(pt)) i.e., marginal transfer price equals

marginal cost at the respective level of production. However, for an arbitrary cost

function this condition may not necessarily yield a unique price, we therefore will be
using the more general optimality condition (2) to characterize production efficiency.

In this paper, we present a first price auction mechanism which, in dominant strategies,
implements production efficiency and a generalized second price auction mechanism
which achieves both production and selection efficiency in dominant strategies, thus
implementing the first-best solution. In both cases, the potential suppliers compete for an
exclusive supply contract by submitting a two parameterbid {p,F} where p specifies the
marginal transfer price at which the supplier commits to supply the good and F is a lump
sum transfer which it requires (or offers as rebate) for undertaking the supply
commitment. A publicly known scoring formula S(p,F) is used to map the two-
dimensional bid into a one dimensional score and the lowest score bidder wins the

exclusive supply contract. In the case of a first price auction, the winning bid is paid the
lump sum specified in the bid while in the secondprice case the paid lump sum is
adjusted on the basis of the best losing bid, as will be described later. In both cases,
however, the supplier is held to the marginal transferprice specifiedin the bid.



3. Bidding Model

As indicated above, we assumethat bidders (supplying divisions) i-I,...,n have privately
knowncost functions Ct{y) specifying their totalcostof producing y units of the good to
be supplied. The cost functions are continuous except for possible jumps at y=0 that
reflect fixed costs associated with taking on the contract. These costs may include the
opportunity costs of foregone commitments to outside markets.

The strategy of each bidder i consists of specifying a pair of "fixed" and "variable"

transfer prices {Fj, pi) F( e [-K,K] and/?/ e [0,L] for some sufficiently large values K
and L, where L is as defined in section 2.

The bids are collected in a sealed-bid auction and scored using a publicly known scoring

function: S(F,p):[-KyK] x [0,L] -> SK1. The bid with the lowest score wins the
exclusive supply commitment. The quantity transfered is determined by D(p), which is
known to all parties.

The payoff to the winning bidder i consists of two parts: sales revenues pftip^ from
selling the good at his bid price and a fixed payment (which could be positive or
negative). The difference between a first price and second price auction will be

manifested in that fixed portion of the payoff to the winning bid as described below.

First Price Auction

The fixed portion of the winning bid's payoff is the bid value F. Thus, the total payoff to
bidder i, if he wins, is

*/W.Pi) = 3 + Pi^Pd - W, ))• (4)

Second Price Auction1

A natural extension of a Vickrey [1961] secondprice auction to our two-dimensional
setup is to "adjust" the fixed portion of the payoffto the winning bid i so as to equate its
score to the best losing score j. Thus, under this scheme, the payoff to winning bid i is

7r!I(FnPi) =Fi +piD(pi)-Ci(D(pi)) where S(FnPi) =S(FpPj). (5)

^This form of Second Price auction is obviously not unique. It ispossible todefine alternative forms by
adjusting bothvalues of thefixed andvariable price in thepayoff function so thatthescore corresponding
to theadjusted values equals the bestlosing score. Wechoose to adjust only thefixed portion since our
objective is to elicitefficient marginal prices in thebids which could besubsequently used byplanners to
achieve production efficiency.



The only remaining degree of freedom available to the purchasing division is the
specification of the scoring function. Thus, the remainder of this paper will focus on the
characterization of this function and the implication of that characterization.

4. First Price Auction

Each bidder i forms a subjective probability of winning the auction as a function of

score that arises from that bidder's expectations about its opponents strategies and costs.
This probability, which will be denoted as Pi(S(Fit p()), may depend on the bidders'

private information2 and is assumed to be once differentiable and decreasing in the score.
Thus, the expected payoff of bidder i as a function of its bid is:

E{7uUFiyPi)} = [Fi + PiD(Pi) - Ci(D(pi ))]Pi(S(FnPi)). (6)

We assume that all bidders are risk neutral and, hence will choose their strategy so as to
maximize their divisions' expected payoff. Our objective is to characterize a scoring
function that will induce each bidder to bid a variable price that equals marginal cost at
the corresponding internal demand quantity, a necessary condition for production
efficiency of the auction outcome.

Proposition 1: In the First Price Auction described above, a necessary conditionfor a
Bayes-Nash equilibrium at whichthe bid variable price equals marginal cost at the
corresponding internal demand level is:

J^=D(p) for all ps.t p=q(D(p)l i=l,...,n. (7)

Proof:

First order necessary conditions for maximizing E{n[{Fi>pi)} are:

^^-=[PiDf+D- C/(D)D']^ +kIp;^- =0 (8)
OPi dpi

and

Substituting(9) into (8) and setting p, = C/(D(p,.)) yields (7).

2 This is the case when bidder's costs are probabilistically linked. Ifbidders' cost values are independent of
eachother, a bidder's subjective probability of winning will depend on thatbidder's score, butnoton its
costs. The results of this paper apply to both cases.



The intuitive interpretation of condition (7) is that the marginal rate of substitution
between the fixed and variable price in the score has to equal the corresponding rate of
substitution between the price components in the payoffs made to winning bidders at the
point of truthful bidding of marginal costs. Since the cost functions are private
information, the only practical way to select a scoring rule that always meets condition

(7) is to require that it be satisfied for all values of p. This added restriction specifies the
scoring rule uniquely up to a monotone transformation (which will not affect the outcome
of the auction) as shown below.

Proposition 2: Let S(F, p) be a strictly monotone increasing differentiablefunction in
both arguments which satisfies the condition:

$§& =Dip) for all p6[0,L] and Fe[-K,K] .
oS/oF

Then S( ) is of the form

SiF,p)=v(-F+j~Dip)dp} (10)
where V( ) is some strictly decreasing differentiable function.

Proof:

For any level set of S() we have:

dF

dp
S(F,p)=s

Integrating (11) yields:

F=TD(p)dp-V(s)
jp

where ^(s) represents an integration constant depending on the level s. The
monotonicity condition on S( ) implies that ^(s) is strictly decreasing. Thus,

S(F, p) =s=*¥-](-F+fpD(p)dp]
which is equivalent to (10).

The argument of the function V( ) is the purchasingdivision's surplus resulting from a
fixed transfer F and marginal transferp for the good. This value represents the difference
between the purchaser's willingness to pay and the bid price for the total contract. It is
analgous to consumer surplus in standard economic theory. We will refer to this quantity
as Repurchaser surplus. Furthermore, the outcome of the auction both for the supplier
and the purchaser is invariant to the specific form of the function V( ). Hence, without
loss of generality we may take V() to be the negative identity so that the score is simply
the negative of the purchaser surplus. We show now that the scoring characterizedabove
guarantees production efficiency for the outcome of the first price auction.

m--*-



Proposition 3: In a two-dimensionalfirst price auction as described above with a scoring
formula given by Eq. (10), it is a dominant strategyfor each bidderto bid a variableprice
which maximizes total profit under its cost function.

Proof:

Let CSi = CSiF.,p.) denote the purchaser surplus corresponding

to bid {F[, pi) i.e.,

CSiF,p) =-F+rD(p)dp (12)
jp

Then, a strategy {F/, pi) is equivalent to a strategy {CSi p{\ and the expected payoff of
bidder i given in (6) can be expressed as:

E{7t!iCSnPi)}= [-CSi+^D{p)dp +plD{pi)-Cl{D{Pl ))]/>(V(CS,)). (13)
From the definition of D(p) and the envelope theorem, it follows that

R(0[D(P)])-cmD(p)])-pD(p) =j D(p)clp. (14)

Consequently (13) can be rewritten as

E{n\(CSif Pi)J =[-CSi +R(®[D(Pi)]) - c(<S>[D(Pi)]) - Cl(D(Pi mPtyiCSi)) (15)
It is clear, however that for any choice of CSi, the right hand side of (15) is maximized

when D(pi ) maximizes the expression in the square bracket. But then D{p() = y* defined
by Eq. (2) as the input quantity that would yield production efficiency for bidder i.

5. Second Price Auction

We will now consider second price auctions in which the scoring rule is again a

monotone function of the purchaser surplus while the fixed payment to the winning bid, F

is determined, as described earlier, based on the winning variable price and the best losing

score. Recall that Ft is set so that S(Ft,pt) = S(Fj,Pj), where {Fj, pj) is thebest losing
bid. Based on Eq. (10) the fixed payment to winning bid i is thus

Ft =Fj-rD(p)dp+rDip)dp =Fj - \P'D{p)dp (16)
1 Ji'j JPi ' h,

Bidder i forms a subjective probability distribution over the score Sj corresponding to the
bestcompeting bid. Let Gfljs) = G^Sj < s] denote the subjective probability of bidder i
that the score corresponding to the best competing bid does not exceed s. Substituting (16)



and (14) into (5) and expressing the fixed payments in terms of the corresponding best
losing score and the marginal transfer price yields the expected payoff3 for bidder i:

E{7u!liSnPi)} =f' [- s+rDip)dp+PiDiPi)- QiDiPi ))]</G,.(s)
«/ —CO J Dt

=J'[ -s+RmD(Pi)])-c(0[D(P,)]) - CtWPl ))]dG;is)
We will assume that the outside integral in (17) is a Stieljes integral to accommodate

possible mass point in the subjective probability distribution.

Proposition 4: In the second price auction described above, where the scoringformula is
given by (10) and thefixed payment to thewinning bid is as in (16), it is a dominant
strategyfor a bidder to bid a variable price thatmaximizes totalprofit underits cost
function and afixed price which equals itsproducer's surplus, defined as
D(p.)pi —C:(D(p{)), under that variable price.

Proof:

Clearly, selecting a strategy {F/, /?/ ) is equivalent to choosing the corresponding pair
{Si, pi). Furthermore, regardless of the choice of 5/ (the right hand side of (17) is maximized
pointwise when/?/ is chosen so thatD(pi) maximizes the integrand in the square bracket. This

is achieved at a price /?*, where D(p*) = y*, the efficient production level defined by (2).
Substituting that quantity into (17) and denoting the total corporate profit (equation (1))

corresponding to thatquantity as n* gives:

£{*;'GW)} =f'[-s+n'jdGiis)
"~fn; . rt . (18)= f [-5+n]rfG,.(5)+J'.[-5+nyG/(5)

Note that Eq. (18) is analogous to the expected profit equation in a standard Vickrey

auction where -5/represents thebidand -II* the private cost. The lastintegral in (18) is
clearly non positive since the differential is positive and either the integrand is negative or
the upper limit is smaller than the lower limit. Thus,

E{7t!tiSitpi)}<\n'[-s+TVi]dGiis) (19)
J—CO

and the maximum expected payoff is achieved when S, = 11*, orequivalently using (1):

-Ft + f~ D(p)dp =R(<l>[Dip,)]) - cmiXp])]) - qiDip]))
Consequently from (14),

F^-rfDip^+qiDip;)) (20)
which is exactly the net cost of supply at the productionefficient quantity.

3For simplicity we will exclude the possibility ofties altough those can be easily handled by astraight
forward generalization.
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Corollary 1: The outcome of the secondprice auction satisfies both production efficiency
andselection efficiency criteria. Furthermore, the profit of the winning bidequals its total
profit advantage over the best losing bid.

Proof:

From Proposition 4, the winningbidder will bid a production efficient variable price and a
fixed price given by (20). The purchaser surplus corresponding to the winningbid
therefore equals the corresponding total corporate profit. This implies that the winning
bid is the one that achieves the highest total profit at its production efficient marginal
transfer price. The net payoff to the winner is obtained from (5), (16) and (20) as:

«f„ Pi) =t +p-d(pI) - ct(D(P;)) =Fj- J* D(p)dP+p;d(P;) - qwrf))

=-PjD(Pj)+CjWpj)) - j* D(P)dP+p;d(P;)~ q(d(P;)) -
=n/-n/

where j denotes the best losing bid.

6. Conclusion

We have developed two bidding mechanisms based on a scoring rule that induces
potential producers to reveal truthfully their relevant cost information and achieves

production and selection efficiency. The mechanisms do not depend on any distributional
assumptions about supplier 'types' and can be viewed as two-dimensional revelation

mechanisms since the relevant private information could be characterized by a general
two-dimensional distribution. In the case of the secondprice auction, both parameters
are, in dominant strategies, truthfully revealed and the winning bidder retains the
difference in total profitbetween itself and the second best supplier as information rent.

An interesting extension is to examine the incentives of the purchasing division if it too
was a profit centerwith private information. One possible approach would be to design a
contingent contract for the purchasing division that induces it to reveal the true assembly
costs. The internal demand function for y would then be adjusted to reflect the higher
virtual cost (which would include the purchasing division's information rent) of
producing the final product, x.

If the purchasing division's goal is to maximize purchaser surplus instead of the profit of
the company as a whole, it is possible that it would want to induce marginal transfer price
bids that are greater than true marginal cost in orderto decrease the information rent
collected by the supplying division. In a one dimensional revelation problem, it was

11



demonstrated by Riordan and Sappington[ 1987] that a mechanism which distorts

marginal cost can perform better from the purchaser's point of view than one which
achieves the organization's optimal solution. Thisgain is achieved by employingtwo
information components (transfer and price) to reveal a one dimensional type parameter.
It is not clear however, to what extent this gain is still possible when two dimensions of
private information need to be revealed via a two-dimensional auction as in our model.
In standard private information models, the information rent can be reduced without

sacrificing selection efficiency since the lowcost producer is the same for all production
levels. In this model, a change in the scoring rule that reduces the information rent of
winning bidders will alsochange the identity of who thatwinning bidderis. The optimal
mechanism in such a circumstance remains an open question.
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